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NEWS UPDATE - Mike Craft 
 During the year two trustees John Rhead and John Weaver 
 resigned due to their family circumstances changing. We are 
 sorry to have lost their contributions to the Trustees’ meetings; 
 John Rhead continues to be seen around the railway in his 
 role as Guards manager.

Paul Rayner and John Gratton are not  seeking re-election in November at the AGM. 
We are very grateful to them both for all the effort and time which they have both put 
into working on the railway and helping EVRA to complete so many projects.

John Gratton was one of the original Wirksworth 8, who started in November 2000, 
and helped during the initial 4 years of line and track clearance, moving to a shack on 
the dust dock where he and helpers cut up timber from the line and sold it as logs. 
That operation moved into the bottom car park and prospered, raising a great deal of 
money over eleven years for the restoration of the steam locos. He helped with various 
small and large projects and is still to be seen manufacturing and cleaning items for 
the restoration of the coaches.

Paul Rayner took over leadership of the  vegetation clearance team including footpath 
work after the initial clearing of the line had been completed, Without the team’s work  
the railway would not be able to function. He has also run the EVRA website from early 
on, recording the daily work achievements of all parts of the railway and also archiving 
photographs. He has handed over the website to Robin Lee, to whom we are very grateful.

The Mk1 SK coach went into service on 16th August. LED lighting has been installed, 
the netting on the luggage racks has been replaced and the re-upholstered seats have 
been fitted. New marmoleum has been laid where necessary and the old floor covering 
has been treated to improve its appearance. Outside, the coach has had its final coat of 
paint, its lining and roundels have been added and the top coat of varnish applied.

The laying of the Marmoleum is now complete in the Mk1 SO and all of the re-upholstered 
seats have been fitted. Work is in progress to fit the bar area.

This year we have run the steam engines from mid- March to October, plus 6 dining 
trains on Friday evenings in June and July. More than 66% of the steam driving 
experience slots have been full and the incline service has also been very popular. It 
was a bit of a leap of faith at first, but has been worth it. All this could not have been 
done without the drivers and firemen who often had an early start and whose patience 
and training of the driving experience guests earned them many accolades. We are 
also grateful to the Dream Steam Team, who worked hard to keep the engines 
presentable and have dealt with any problems along the way. Others who have made 
things run smoothly are the guards and ticket inspectors.

Unfortunately, Fernilee, the narrow gauge steam engine had not been tested before 
arriving, so had to be returned to its maker without being used on our services.
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The Trustees have risen to the challenge of raising more funds to sustain our
momentum. The very necessary cost of re-upholstering the first class seats in the 
CK, which are disintegrating, was to over £5,000, so we hope that you will feel able 
to support us by selling or buying the Winter Draw tickets enclosed with this 
Express or by joining the 100 club (or both!).

SALES MATTERS - Pat Craft.

The increased numbers of days when trains are running has been a testing time but 
the shop volunteers have risen to the challenge and the five days a week have all
been covered. The August Bank Holiday Sale was successful again, thanks to all of
you who brought such a variety of items from (small) furniture items, plants, crockery,
craft items etc for us to sell  but also to the stalwarts who came to set up and to man
the stall over the three days. It raised over £450 over the weekend and another £100
has come in since. We have been waiting for the results of an auction in September,
which raised £265, making in total a very useful sum! We are grateful to Wyvern Rail
for allowing us to use the Training Room – very necessary on the Monday when it 
didn’t stop raining.

We are grateful to Pete Skinner, an early member and great supporter of the railway, 
who died recently, for deciding to leave his books etc. to us and to Betty, his widow, 
who bagged everything up for us. With several hundred books our stocks have been 
increased significantly and will raise a considerable sum for our work.  

Each year we save some of the donated Christmas items for sale in the shop in the 
festive season – if you have any surplus decorations we would be glad to receive 
them, although we cannot accept lights and other electrical items.

SUMMER REVIEW AND PLANS FOR 2016 - Mike Evans.

As the season draws to an end with only the Model Railway weekend and Santas 
remaining I thought I would give a brief resume of events taking place during my first 
six months in the role of Managing Director.

We experimented with six steam hauled evening dining trains to Shottle which were 
very successful.

The afternoon cream tea trains were full for the majority of the running days and so will 
be repeated next year but from May and hauled by a diesel locomotive all day with 
coffee and pastries during the morning.

Steam on the incline during the summer and on Gala days has been an added attraction.

The Multiple Memories weekend incorporating the Railcar Association AGM was one of 
the Railway’s best weekends ever with the DMU Group producing the first ever green
three car Met Camm set.
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This year’s timetable of five running days has taken its toll and we have experienced 
‘volunteer fatigue’ particularly with third men and guards.  2016 will see Wednesday
running, other than school mid-term breaks, start later in the year, not until July, which
will also allow the P Way team to carry out track maintenance on Wednesdays.

We intend to build a Gatekeepers hut at Gorsey Bank in the hope that this will make
life easier, particularly during periods of bleak weather and encourage more volunteers
to offer their time. Before we are able to run trains next year the line will need more
ballast, tamping, rails turning and sleeper changing.

Many thanks to all who have been involved and helped, often at short notice, to make
this a successful period.  Too many names to mention but all greatly appreciated, a lot
of new skills have been learned and co-ordinated, a brilliant team effort!

PERMANENT WAY REPORT – Anthony Watt.

In the coming months, if you’re coming into Wirksworth on a down train, don’t be
alarmed by the appearance of the buffer stop on the adjacent line.  It isn’t tilted by
subsidence or landslip, but by design.  This end of line 1 is used during the ‘1530’ tests
by our “My Test Track” customers.  The up (eastern) rail was packed to give a cant of
150mm (6 degrees) to conform to the requirements of testing at that time (2011).  Now 
the specification has changed to require testing stability on a cant of 200mm (8
degrees), so two panels of track have been added, and the base of the formation built
up on spoil excavated from elsewhere in the yard.

Another change to the MTT facilities will be a RRAP (Road Rail Access Point) on the
incline, so that customers can prove that their products can move off and on track on a 
steep gradient.  Again, we will use spoil from the excavations in the yard.

All this reused spoil comes from the two major developments, which have occupied us
over the summer.  Earlier this year we started building a third road for the maintenance 
facility, and have continued to extend this.  We have also inserted a turnout into the ‘pit 
road’ to the maintenance facility, to connect with this third road.

On the other side of the line crossing over from the incline to the main line, we have
excavated for a road into an enlarged steam shed (with pits for inspection and ash
removal), and the track for this should be constructed by visiting students in the
weekend of the deadline for this article.  It will be some time before the shed and its
ancillaries are built (all donations gratefully received), but the track laying is a useful
and timely exercise, making good use of labour and materials.

These materials (rail, sleepers, chairs, fishplates and several sets of points) are the
bountiful harvest of the efforts of a group of permanent way volunteers.  Over a
number of weekends, they dismantled redundant sidings at the former British
Celanese plant, at Spondon.  A local haulier delivered all the items to Shottle and
Wirksworth, and the Komatsu moved them as required.  The efforts of these stalwarts
have saved us a great deal of money and enabled us to progress the development of
the railway.  They deserve a heartfelt vote of thanks. (See full report below. Ed.)
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Finally, we have added archaeology to our list of activities. The drainage of the loading 
area/inner car park has deteriorated so that, after heavy rain, a large pool gathers near 
the gate. This is unfortunate and an embarrassment, particularly when it occurs during
a major event (e.g. the bus gala). There is a large catch pit and piping in that area, but 
there was poor drainage into it. Using our faithful friend, the Komatsu, a channel was
dug from the site of the pool to the catch pit. This was filled with large pieces of
limestone (sugar stone), recovered from several piles dumped in the days when the
line was used to transport the output of the local quarries. The channel was topped off
with small ballast, and the first wet weekend tested the alterations successfully.

Whilst digging the channel, and exposing the catch pit, we uncovered old track, buried
feet beneath the surface. This dated from the time when the tunnel into the quarry
was still used by rail wagons. Rather than lift the redundant track, and scrap the rail, it
was covered with stone to raise and level the ground. Who knows what other
treasures may lie buried on the site?  Call for ‘Time Team’!

THE SPONDON SALVAGE OPERATION - Tim Oaks.
Celanese Ltd have very generously donated the remaining factory railway system to a 
consortium of three heritage railways organised through the EVR.

This is the sort of thing I have done before, and it was obvious that we needed a stock
of material for the various projects at Wirksworth. I still had a record of potential
projects and set out to make the necessary contacts in various directions, but progress
was slow. There was one particular possibility, the Celanese sidings at Spondon near 
Derby. I was trying to make contact with the company when unexpectedly, they
contacted us – the family of a senior executive had had a splendid day on the EVR
and left contact details. They were disposing of their track and would contact us. I was 
asked by EVR to get in sufficient material for current and foreseeable projects within a 
limited transport budget.

I had been involved in removing track from the same organisation before and knew
that the safety regime would be particularly strict, so I took care to stress this in our bid
as well as our acute need for specific items which I believed were present. I was
invited to meet the management on site. They were well aware that the material was
valuable, but wished to ensure that it was put to good use. The work would have to be
done safely by appropriate qualified people and strictly in accordance with a written
method statement to be approved by Celanese.

The company is engaged in a comprehensive demolition and closure programme, with
a zero allowance for reportable accidents and we are very grateful that they were
prepared to let a bunch of unknown amateurs work on their site.

There was one small area, the Acid Delivery Siding, which would provide most of our
requirements: plain rail, a buffer stop, a sharp radius A7 turnout and a B7 ½ turnout.
This left a lot of material remaining, and I was asked if other railway groups could work 
together to clear the sidings completely and efficiently.
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I had worked with the Mountsorrel project at the Great Central Railway, and knew that 
they needed two sharp radius A switch turnouts and two were available. I mentioned
the project to Martyn Ashworth who recommended the Lincolnshire Wolds Railway and
put me in touch with James Wilson, who I had already met when he drove a visiting
locomotive at Wirksworth. 

The other two railways made their presentations and we were invited to a joint meeting 
to discuss safe working and the division of the spoils. There was just enough material
on site to give each railway exactly what they wanted: Two turnouts, 300 yards of track 
for the EVR, two turnouts, 200 yards of track for Mountsorrel, somewhere over 800
yards of track for the next LWR extension, plus two more turnouts to make the run
round loop at the end. There were quite a lot of rotten sleepers but it looked as if over
half would be useable. We each reckoned we could bring up to a dozen volunteers.
Over the next few weeks the three railways organised their teams and sorted out their 
paperwork: method statement final draft, insurance schedules, certificates of competence 
and personal details of all persons taking part. 

The first day on site was Saturday, 9th May.  There were at least forty volunteers from 
the three railways at the induction training session. After the training we were issued
with gate passes and the volunteers then formally signed off their work permits. By
lunchtime there was serious progress and the company supervisors made it known
that they were extremely impressed with our efforts and methods of working.

We had a JCB (generously paid for by Celanese for as many days as required) and a 
telehandler on site stacking rails and sleepers. We loaded all the “smalls” – keys,
screws, fishplates, chairs, into large builder’s bags to minimise manual handling.

In the end it took about four days to get the bulk of our share dismantled, and then we
set about stacking the rails and sleepers ready for craning. By this time the site was
getting a bit cluttered with builder’s bags and I arranged to go in with a HIAB lorry to do
a little tidying; this took longer than I would have liked as the builder’s bags were
scattered about the worksite. It turned out to be a very long and tiring  day – but at the
end of it there were 90 chaired sleepers sitting on a lowmac wagon at Wirksworth, and
over 30 bags of small components.

Back to demolition; we had worked the gang hard for a month and it was raining
heavily; we were down to two, but we had the JCB to ourselves. There were a few rails
to drag out and then we concentrated on pulling out the decent sleepers. We also
found another turnout buried in vegetation which we were allowed to take. It looked to 
be worth one final effort, so the team returned on the following Saturday. Underneath
the brambles, the ironwork was in very good order and the turnout was identified as a
B6. It was dismantled, dragged out and stacked for loading in six hours flat. 

The loading and recovery of the material is always the most difficult part of the
operation; the first stage took place over 16th/17th July when approximately 80 tons of 
material were brought back. At the time of writing we are about to go in for the last time
to recover the remaining sleepers.

I would like to thank all the EVR Volunteers who help with the recovery operation and
Chris Radlett, Paul Hinde and their staff at Celanese Ltd.



Bus Rally. 5.7.2015. - Ian Steeples.

Birmingham University Students working on the New Maintenance Facility Siding.
20.9.2015. - Martin Miller.



Multiple Memories Weekend, 26.9.2015: Passing at Shottle.

Breakfast at Duffield. - Both Richard Buckby.
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EVRA 100 CLUB - Mike Ball.

A BIG THANK YOU to all those people who have to date joined and supported the 
EVRA 100 Club.

From a Membership of 700+ surely we could achieve a 100+ members. Of the money 
raised, 50% will be used to benefit  our Railway and the other 50% will go in prizes.

So please, if you have not joined then we need your support, it is only £1 a month and you 
can have as many entries as you wish to increase your chances. Friends and family 
who are not EVRA  members can also join. The more members the bigger the prizes and 
the more projects on the railway we can support!

The draws are quarterly, two of which, at Christmas and in the Summer, will be special 
ones with larger prizes. The more members, the bigger the prizes and just as important 
we can support more  projects on our railway. 100 Club Membership forms can be 
obtained from the EVRA shop or electronically from me. My email address is on 
page 2 of the  Ecclesbourne  Express.

DUFFIELD STATION BUILDING APPEAL.

“Thank you” to all of you who have already contributed to this appeal. We have now 
raised over £10,000 but still need at least £7,000 to complete the building , so please 
keep the contributions coming. A detailed specification is now being prepared so that a 
firm quote can be obtained. We hope to start laying the foundations during the winter 
and have a complete building during the 2016 season. However this depends on the 
remainder being raised as soon as possible, preferably by the end of this year.

Donation to the project can be left at in the EVRA shop at Wirksworth or at Duffield
Station, Please Gift Aid your donation if you can, gaining us an extra 25%,  Forms are 
available at both stations, If you have any queries please ring Geoff Clark on 
01332-669497 or 07590-992627.

MULTIPLE MEMORIES 2015-Leigh Gration.

The event this year was moved to the last weekend in September to operate in conjunction 
with the annual Railcar Association convention and the date move proved to be a 
fantastic choice. The weekend was beautifully sunny and warm in the afternoons for all 
three days despite the time of year and it was brilliant to see the platforms and trains 
loaded with people.
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Preparation for the event was difficult and we were probably the least prepared we
have ever been. It is thanks to some of the volunteers that we were able to go ahead
and run such a commercially successful event at all, as the vehicles required for the
event were not finished even a day before. 50253, which had been in the shed for the
final part of its refurbishment process, was not completed, with kick plates and work in
the vestibules taking place the day before as well as final cleaning. Also, 53599 as it
now is, had been under a repaint and the day before the roof wasn’t completed with it’s 
gloss paint and it was 00:20 in the morning when we finished getting the vinyl decals
on. They don’t stick very well at 4 degrees Celsius!

Friday was great. We saw some new faces and many familiar ones take on our driver
experience day, with the various runs passing at Shottle.

Saturday saw the busiest day of the year in terms of visitors and they witnessed the
first passenger trains passing at Shottle in the line’s entire 147 year history . The line didn’t 
have a loop before, so it is an entirely new thing for the branch. The equipment may
still be a little primitive but the operation was slick and you could be forgiven for thinking
that we had been doing it for years! The Railcar Association had their AGM at the Red
Lion in the afternoon and it was followed by our 9-car fish and chip special in the evening.

Sunday was inevitably a little quieter but not badly so. The sun was shining and people 
were enjoying a ‘Buffer Stop Breakfast’ at Duffield. This too was a trial and a resounding 
success, as we used the BSK from the Mark 1 rake of coaches, which has a fully 
fitted kitchen, more often found serving Afternoon Teas, at Duffield to serve huge all day 
breakfasts and components thereof.

I would like to thank the lads for their hard work and effort that they put in to running 
the event and also the guys who tirelessly manned Shottle loop for all three days. Let’s 
look forward to another great event next season!

BAGNALL LOCOMOTIVE GROUP - Tim Oaks.

Locomotive Progress.

The biggest news is that we have succeeded in removing the firebox tubeplate, with a 
chain block braced across the firehole door pulling one side forward and a 
sledgehammer knocking the other side back. This gives us access into the boiler 
barrel and Mick Clarke has made a start on cutting out the crown stays, most of 
which are badly necked and corroded, but we knew that anyway. The top centre 
longitudinal stay has been taken out for examination and may need to be replaced.
Simon Hunter has painstakingly cleaned out all the seized and broken studs in
the backhead.



Twiggs have supplied a pair of new smokebox floor plates, very nicely cut to size, 
though we will have to shape one of them around the main steam pipe.

We have had a further visit from Dave Wright of Locomotive Maintenance Sevices who 
was very impressed with the boiler work and has suggested more preparation which
the 8F team can do.

The eccentric straps have been re-assembled around the crank axle and fitted with 
locknuts and cotters, now attention is turning to the big ends and the connecting rods.

Del Tilling has been cleaning and painting between the frames.

We have had some excellent turnouts over the Summer and a few new recruits; more 
are always welcome. Overall it is very good to be putting things back together and
while there is a huge amount still to do, it does feel as if we are dealing with known
quantities rather than peering into the unknown. If the weather holds we shall start on
the bunker, at the moment the general feeling is that it can be repaired by welding
rather than replaced.

Ownership of one of the Grampus wagons at Shottle, the one carrying the spare set of 
8F wheels, has been transferred to 48624 Locomotive Ltd. We have supplied a 4” gate 
valve to Mick Thomas for the water column project.

We now have three new 00 gauge wagons available: BOWN & SHAW, of Wirksworth.  
and S. TAYLOR FRITH, of Peak Forest, both limited editions of 200, £13-00 each. 
Also BUGGLESKELLY GAS LIGHT AND GENERAL TRADING,  “Oh Mr Porter” tribute 
wagon £12-00. See advert on page 15 for more details.

I WALK THE LINE – Vince Morris. 

No, seriously, I walk the line.  Together with a handful of other Permanent Way staff I 
undertake (unless I can find a good excuse) a fortnightly walk along the track, so that 
between us we cover the entire length from Ravenstor to Duffield.  It is known as the 
track patrol and it is undertaken, in line with our safety management statement, to
ensure that all is well with the infrastructure so that trains can run safely along the Valley.

As I walk, and talk (we normally patrol in pairs) I realise that we are acting as rural
estate managers: only, unusually, our estate is 9 miles long and remarkably thin.  Like
estate managers we take note of the changing seasons, observe what needs repairing,
monitor the effects of nature, look out for the drainage of the land and (this is where the 
“talk” comes in) generally put the world to rights.  No wonder our railways had, and still 
have, estates departments.
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One thing which is obvious is that, as our railway settles into a pleasing, but varying
routine of serving our visitors whilst allowing us to indulge our hobby, we must ensure
that that very maturity does not lead to decay.  (As I mature, I’m aware that I am
decaying).  Hence the plans to replace the metal shed which we lovingly (laughingly)
call the booking office at Duffield with a bespoke wooden building (your chance to
contribute to this project is still open), and the conversion of the old tannery at
Wirksworth into a booking office/ reception area, allowing the life expired portacabin 
to be finally banished from its embarrassingly prime position on platform 1  (will its 
remains be  used to light up the locos for months to come?).  The mess room on 
Wirksworth platform must also be re-located: like (most of) its occupants it is not the 
most beautiful of objects.  However, there is one good thing: the gents has been 
completely renovated during the last few months.  Not significant?  It is reported that
the most asked question on most heritage railways is “where are the loos?”, and on my 
last visit to the Lynton & Barnstable Railway a few years ago I was told that the
greatest success they had achieved during the year was not the extension of train
services but the fact that they had got a functioning toilet block, which was a relief to 
all concerned.

But is decay always bad?  Should some things be allowed to age gracefully and then 
fade away, leaving only memories for the present generation and history for future
ones.  We have  a few Permanent Way huts along the line, where in times past the
lengthmen (responsible for the day to day maintenance and inspection of a “length” of
track) would store their tools, shelter from the rain and brew their tea.  All are in a
derelict condition.  Should we just let them fall down, or should we consider them
artefacts from the past and renovate at least one of them?   Should we maintain the 
unique solar panels which once operated the crossing lights at Idridgehay, or should 
we dismantle them as unnecessary for our operations?  Is the weighbridge just south 
of Wirksworth Station an eyesore, a useful brick store building, or a historic building 
which should eventually be renovated and be re-equipped to demonstrate its original 
purpose and thus increase our industrial heritage?  

There is no right answer.  Just like the estate manager, decisions have to be made 
about our domain: some are easy, some are difficult, some are accepted by all, some 
will cause concern, even conflict.  That is the reality of running a heritage railway:  it is a 
responsibility that we owe future generations to undertake with thought and consideration.  

Have you joined the EVRA 100 club yet? 
Support our Railway and have the chance to share in 

a quarterly draw with cash prizes.

“YOU HAVE TO BE IN IT TO WIN IT”
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EVR TIMETABLE: October-December 2015.
Day Rover Fares will be: Adults £13, Concessions £12; Children £6.50; Families (2+3) 
£33. Special Event Fares may be higher. 

Trains depart Wirksworth for Duffield, Saturday, Sunday, Tuesday and Thursdays at 
10.15, 12.15, 14.15 & 16.15 to connect with the East Midlands Trains Matlock Branch 
Service return at 11.15, 13.15, 15.15 & 17.15 until Sunday 1st November. 
Wednesdays: 21st October only. During the remainder of November trains will run 
on Tuesdays and Saturdays only and there will be no 16.15 from Wirksworth / 17.15 
from Duffield. For December see below.  The services are operated using Heritage
Diesel Railcars.  

There will be no Trains to Ravenstor for the remainder of 2015.

SPECIAL EVENTS.
Santa Special Trains: Sat 5th, Sun 6th, Wed 9th, Sat 12th, Sun 13th, Wed 16th, Sat 19th, 
Sun 20th and Wed 23rd December 2015. Trains at 10.00; 13.00 & 15.00.
Join Santa and his helpers for a festive time. See Santa in his on train grotto, with 
presents for the children and enjoy a festive drink at Wirksworth.  £15 for adults and 
children. 0-12months: £5. All children receive a present. Advance booking is essential.

Mince Pie Specials: Tue 29th and Wed 30th December 2015.
Join us for a seasonal trip down the valley with  mince pies served on the train.

Tel. 01629 823076 or see www.e-v-r.com  for full details.

SPECIAL EDITIONS BY DAPOL

BOWN & SHAW, of Wirksworth. 
4 plank wagon, red with white letters shaded

black, edition of 200 £13-00.

S. TAYLOR FRITH, of Peak Forest.
Red with white letters shaded black,

limestone load, edition of 200. £13-00

BUGGLESKELLY GAS LIGHT AND
GENERAL TRADING

Postage: £3-50 for up to 3 wagons.

Available from Bagnall Locomotive Group,
13 Trenchard Drive Buxton SK17 9JY.

DERBYSHIRE OO WAGONS




